
Phase 1 Smart city “systems re-engineering” Investment Case   
The SCIT Phase 1 smart city opportunity is to leverage off the integration of three existing open source software applications with over $25ml already invested by 
the UK government and private investors to deliver to an existing au Smart City client specification. This will create the template to re-engineer over $25bl p.a. of 
existing Council infrastructure expenditure in Australia to create projected savings of up to $5bl per annum combined with establishment of decentralised 
autonomous smart city network with projected revenues growing to $2.5bl p.a. with benefits are returned to community via a unique revolving fund methodology.  

Integrated “Smart City” Portfolio Design - maximising profits through system efficiencies 

The SCIT is seeking investment funds of $25ml for the Knowledge Infrastructure Asset Fund. Open source and any commercial IP licenses will be secured by the 
Portfolio Integration Asset fund and licensed to the Knowledge Infrastructure Asset Fund. The Knowledge Infrastructure Fund will use $12.5ml of investment funds 
to work with ICT IP partners build the system to the client specification utilising and integrating the IP licensed from the Portfolio Integration Asset fund. The SCIT 
will establish the Strategic Investment Fund seeded with a Knowledge Infrastructure Asset Fund investment of $12.5ml. The Strategic Investment Fund will invest in 
key supply (e.g. ICT) & demand (Clients e.g. CommunityLink Access) partners fundamental to the commercialisation of the Knowledge Infrastructure Asset Fund 
asset which will:  

- Enable Councils nationally to outsource their desired Smart City platform development and operation to a more efficient, effective, interconnected national 
data system. 

- Provide key Regional, Consumer, Industry, R & D and Charitable Access stakeholders with a business model,  funding and system revenue margin as part of 
a national plan, without a conflict of interest  

- Deliver a better solution at a far cheaper cost for communities and create a projected national $100bl efficiency dividend over 10 years with system profits 
being returned to the community via a unique revolving fund methodology 

- Create a the system & platform for next stage social and economic functionality which support localised community sustainability  
- Generate robust annuity revenue streams for investors from what is essentially a community-monopoly infrastructure. 
- Create a pool of investment funds to support national expansion and global deployment of the model.        

By harnesses existing IOT supplier capability and satisfying their need for a systemic method of distribution to engage with the Smart City market and deliver to an 
existing specification we reduce investment risk and creates the potential for exponential investment returns. This Trust /trustee methodology meets the recently 
circulated draft au government PM Smart City program Grant guidelines. 
 
 
Who can invest? 



The Social Capital Investment Trust approach provides a collective investment methodology for   

o project organisations to contribute from existing budgets e.g. a cost of marketing  or build, to secure a systemic, lower/shared risk method of 
distribution for their component part, reduced expenditure duplication and an equity investment with potential exponential returns i.e. “the 
something for nothing value proposition”  

o values aligned investors to secure annuity revenue streams from a commercially neutral monopoly infrastructure(with a preference for 
Investment Foundations to support their work exponentially) 

If projected revenues are achieved the current SCIT Knowledge Infrastructure Fund offering will be a limited. Future SCIT offers will be from the Strategic 
Investment Fund to deploy CL globally and make strategic investments in core partners which are essential to our collective path and which create leveraged 
returns due to system operating role & margin pre-commitments. This in itself will be a very attractive offer but not as attractive as the once only Foundation KIF 
offer which involves the core fund asset and is the founding SIF investor.  
 
An Investment pitch deck document is available upon request. Contact us here (Link to contact page)  
 
 
 
 


